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Retention forestry is an approach in which live trees and other components of forest
structure are retained within harvested areas. A primary objective of retention forestry
is to maintain biodiversity and to hasten post-harvest recovery of forest structure and
function. Retention is now a key element in sustainable forest management practices
in many regions of the world. However, locating where retention should be placed
to best achieve management objectives is a challenging problem, and evidencebased approaches to operational applications are rare. We suggest here that harvest
planners could benefit from the use of systematic conservation planning principles and
methods to inform retention design. Specifically, we used a conservation planning—or
prioritization—tool, Zonation, to create spatially-explicit scenarios of retention harvesting
in a boreal mixedwood forest in northwestern Alberta, Canada. Scenarios were informed
by several environmental variables related to site productivity; in particular, we used a
metric of wetness (depth-to-water from the Wet Areas Mapping algorithm) that is based
on airborne lidar-derived terrain models previously shown to correlate with patterns in
post-harvest forest regeneration and biodiversity. The nine retention scenarios examined
here related to the placement of retention focused to drier, mesic, or wetter sites
in combination with other prioritization constraints. Results were compared with an
existing harvest plan to assess differences in the spatial pattern of retention (e.g.,
percent overlapping area, number of patches, size of the patches). We also tested
for the homogeneity of forest attributes (e.g., tree species, deciduous density) between
scenarios and the existing harvest plan using multivariate dispersion analysis. Our results
showed limited commonalities among scenarios compared to the existing harvest plan;
they were characterized as having limited spatial overlap, and more and smaller patches
with the use of a timber-cost constraint further affecting retention patterns. While
modeling results significantly differed from current retention practices, the approach
presented here offers flexibility in testing different scenarios and assessing trade-offs
between timber production and conservation goals using a standardized conservation
planning toolkit.
Keywords: conservation planning, prioritization model, retention, forest management, biodiversity, sustainable
forestry
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be thought of as analogs of biodiversity reserves in large-scale
planning exercises (Work et al., 2003; Mazziotta et al., 2017).
To apply SCP in a forestry context, input data need to
be assembled to capture variation in key forest ecosystem
attributes at the cutblock scale, including biodiversity and timber
quantity. These data can be assembled by combining vegetation
inventory, satellite imagery, and lidar-derived vegetation and soil
metrics. Topographic wetness has been shown to be relevant
for forest management actions, including the establishment of
infrastructure footprint minimizing soil disturbance (Ågren et al.,
2014), forest stand type and structure characterization (Murphy
et al., 2008a; Nijland et al., 2015b), site productivity (Bjelanovic
et al., 2018), biodiversity in unmanaged and post-harvest forests
(Bartels et al., 2018b, 2019; Echiverri and Macdonald, 2019), and
managing soil carbon (Sewell et al., 2020). Fine-scale data on
topographic wetness has become available for Alberta’s managed
forests by applying models to spatially extensive airborne light
detection and ranging (lidar) data (White et al., 2012). Lidar
also provides fine-scale data on forest structural attributes, e.g.,
tree height, cover and vertical complexity (Lefsky et al., 2002;
Wulder et al., 2008), while satellite data can provide information
related to forest productivity (Cook et al., 1989; Coops, 2015).
Together, these data provide the necessary input for adapting
a SCP tool to a forestry context involving the search for a
spatial pattern of retention that balances both biodiversity and
timber production objectives. It is also often acknowledged
that, within the mesic portions of the landscape managed for
timber production (i.e., the active landbase), wetter sites display
higher levels of productivity and biodiversity; indeed, relative site
wetness has been demonstrated to be related to biotic and edaphic
(i.e., soil) properties of mixedwood boreal forests (Nijland et al.,
2015b; Bartels et al., 2018a; Echiverri and Macdonald, 2019;
Sewell et al., 2020). If wetter sites have higher biodiversity and
productivity, managers face a challenge in achieving goals for
maintaining biodiversity while extracting the greatest quantity
of timber. However, this relationship is not always true among
the three main forest types of western boreal forests (i.e., conifer,
deciduous, mixedwood); in some cases the evidence suggests
that targeting drier forest sites for retention would be better for
conservation and recovery of biodiversity or forest regeneration
after harvesting (Nijland et al., 2015a,b; Bartels et al., 2018a, 2019;
Echiverri and Macdonald, 2020).
In this study, our main objective is to test an existing SCP
toolkit, Zonation (Moilanen, 2007), for retention planning. We
sought to assess the degree to which RF pattern and stand
attributes (e.g., tree height, species) vary among scenarios built
using different constraints, including prioritization of when
levels of a high-resolution topographic wetness gradient (Murphy
et al., 2007, 2011). Further, we examined which scenario(s)
might best meet one of three possible objectives: (i) lowest
cost (lowest volume of merchantable timber left in retention);
(ii) maintenance of habitat patches (largest retention patches);
or (iii) biodiversity (retention patches distributed so as to be
broadly representative of the range of wetness classes). To put
the results of the various scenarios in context, we compare
the outputs of Zonation with an existing forest harvest plan
to assess (dis)similarities with current retention practices based

INTRODUCTION
Disturbances are major drivers of forest structure and
composition. In forests of western Canada managed for
the production of timber, pulp, and other forest products,
harvesting is one of them. Intensive forest management,
which strongly emphasizes fiber production over other values,
can threaten biodiversity by simplifying forest structure and
composition at multiple scales, thereby reducing habitat and
species diversity (Puettmann et al., 2009; Gustafsson et al.,
2012; Venier et al., 2014). Retention has become an important
paradigm of forest management; its aim is to minimize the
differences between natural and managed forests, thereby
conserving biodiversity (Attiwill, 1994; Bergeron et al., 1999,
2001; Burton et al., 2006). It also involves maintaining forest
complexity at the stand scale through retention of biological
legacies. This translates into leaving unharvested individual
trees or tree patches during harvest, a practice known as
variable retention harvesting (Franklin et al., 1997) or retention
forestry (hereafter RF) (Gustafsson et al., 2012). Retention of
tree structural complexity within the harvested stand provides
refugia for elements of biodiversity otherwise not found in
harvested areas (e.g., large live trees, snags, coarse woody
material, and understory plant communities) (Franklin et al.,
1997), thereby “lifeboating” species and ecosystem processes
over the regeneration phase (Macdonald and Fenniak, 2007;
Fedrowitz et al., 2014).
An important challenge to implementation of retention
relates to deciding on the location of patches of retained trees
within a harvested block. Finding an acceptable balance between
designation of areas for RF to meet biodiversity objectives while
limiting losses of timber revenue requires the development
of spatially explicit scenarios to guide forest harvest planning
(Ezquerro et al., 2016). Attempts to integrate biodiversity
conservation goals while preserving timber revenues are recent
(Ezquerro et al., 2016), often applied over large tracts of
land (Hauer et al., 2010), and do not always provide spatial
results directly applicable to planning purposes (Ahmad et al.,
2018). In parallel, the wide adoption of systematic conservation
planning (SCP) principles has facilitated the development of
spatial prioritization tools that can be applied at a range of
scales and for a variety of ecological questions, including forestry
issues (Margules and Pressey, 2000; Moilanen et al., 2005;
Moilanen, 2008; Lehtomäki et al., 2009). SCP is essentially
based on spatial multi-criteria analysis in which a number
of environmental features (e.g., land cover, forest stand age,
umbrella species occurrence) are used as biodiversity surrogates
(i.e., indicators) and combined in such a way that the selection of
landscape characteristics is prioritized toward the conservation
of representative biodiversity areas helping the completion of
quantitative conservation targets (Margules and Pressey, 2000;
Lehtomäki and Moilanen, 2013). While often used for the design
of reserves at large scales (i.e., sub-national to global), the
core concepts of prioritization and cost-effectiveness on which
systematic conservation planning is based (Moilanen, 2008) are
compatible with forestry needs and applicable at smaller scales
typical of harvested landscapes, where retention patches can
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on forest practitioners’ empirical knowledge. We then discuss
the potential benefits of combining an SCP approach with
information on topographic wetness used for designing RF
schemes. We believe that this innovative approach based on an
operational demand from forest managers, provides a simple
and valuable contribution toward the development of sustainable
forestry practices.

TABLE 1 | Details pertaining to the land cover in the area of interest, derived from
the Alberta Vegetation Inventory (Alberta, 2017).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Land cover type

Area (km2 )

Proportion (%)

Trembling aspen

15.7

64.2

White spruce

1.2

5.0

Black spruce

0.3

1.2

Balsam poplar

0.1

0.5

Lodgepole pine

0.1

0.3

Grassland and Shrubland

6.9

28.3

Anthropogenic

0.1

0.6

Statistics only report the dominant land cover/species.

Study Area
The study area was located in northwestern Alberta, Canada,
in the Boreal Plains ecozone (Figure 1). The Boreal Plains
are characterized by a continental climate and boreal
mixedwood forests.
The harvested and retained perimeters on which our
study focuses (Figure 1) covered a total of 24.4 km2 and
were dominated by trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides,
Table 1). Retention patches, as planned by the forestry company
responsible for managing the area, covered 1.95 km2 , or 8% of
the total perimeter shown in Figure 1, and were dominated by
trembling aspen ∼72% cover), white spruce (Picea glauca,∼10%
cover) and black spruce (Picea mariana,∼10% cover) (Table 2).
Here, retention patches were defined as areas within harvested

blocks, and this did not include other areas that were excluded
from harvest blocks in connection with planning guidelines such
as riparian buffers, inoperable areas, or areas set aside for other
specific purposes (e.g., key wildlife habitat).
Alberta’s forests fall primarily on public (Crown) lands,
but most forest harvesting is carried out by private forestry
companies who are granted tenure rights to timber resources
by the provincial government. Companies submit forest
management plans to the Province that describe the rate, pattern,
and location of harvest. Alberta requires these plans to follow
sustainable forest management principles by setting objectives
for landscape and stand level biodiversity indicators (Alberta,

FIGURE 1 | Study area located in northwestern Alberta, Canada (118◦ 150 W, 56◦ 520 N). The map displays forested perimeters that were harvested or are planned to
be harvested, as well as existing and planned retention perimeters. The modeling work and analysis presented in this study apply to these perimeters only.
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on post-disturbance recovery potential. Tree height data, as a
proxy for forest structure and productivity, was represented
by the 95th percentile of airborne lidar first returns, a metric
that has previously contributed to the characterization of stand
successional stage (Kane et al., 2010) and the creation of a
lidar-based habitat index (Coops et al., 2016). We also used lidarderived deciduous and conifer merchantable stem density per
hectare, and gross merchantable volume (GMV) per hectare as a
measure of standing-tree volume potentially available for harvest.
Input raster data were at a 10-meter spatial resolution and
projected in NAD1983 UTM Zone 11 North. This required
resampling the DTW data from one to 10 m and timber
volume and density data from 20 to 10 m using bilinear
resampling. All data processing was done in ArcGIS Desktop 10.5
(Environmental Systems Research Institute, 2017).

TABLE 2 | Details pertaining to the land cover in the retention patches (as
operationally implemented or planned); derived from the Alberta Vegetation
Inventory (Alberta, 2017).
Land cover type

Area (km2 )

Proportion (%)

Trembling aspen

1.4

71.8

White spruce

0.2

10.3

Black spruce

0.2

10.3

Balsam poplar

0.04

2.0

Lodgepole pine

0.03

1.5

Grassland and Shrubland

0.03

1.5

Anthropogenic

0.05

2.6

Statistics only report the dominant land cover/species.

2006a). This includes the requirement to commit to a minimum
percentage of within-harvest area retention. Riparian areas
receive protection through requirements to leave unharvested
buffers along watercourses (Alberta, 2006b), and these buffer
strips contribute to the maintenance of structural diversity in
harvested areas. Forest management plans in Alberta include
a Structure Retention Strategy that describes the process the
company will be using to identify, lay out, and monitor retention
patches during harvesting operations.

METHODS
Zonation and Systematic Conservation
Planning
Zonation is a software described both as a conservation
planning method based on the Zonation meta-algorithm and
its implementation in the Zonation landscape prioritization
software (Moilanen et al., 2005). Simply put, the Zonation metaalgorithm prioritizes the areas of a landscape deemed the most
suitable for biodiversity conservation, either because of higher
biodiversity levels (overlap in species habitats) or because of
higher habitat quality, by iteratively removing areas of lesser
values. Zonation ranks areas based on their ecological suitability
with higher ranks—and so higher values—corresponding to areas
of higher suitability. Although a number of studies demonstrated
the capacity of Zonation to deal with large forested landscapes,
particularly in the boreal environment (Lehtomäki et al., 2009),
we are not aware of previous examples of its application to
the challenge of selecting areas to be retained in an operational
forestry context.
Selection of areas for conservation is often biased toward
sites that are isolated and of low economic interest, thereby
limiting the achievement of core conservation objectives such as
representativeness (e.g., species, habitat) and long-term survival
of the species and other elements of biodiversity they harbor
(Margules and Pressey, 2000). Similarly, in early efforts to
implement RF, economic considerations strongly influenced
selection of retained areas in sites of low productivity (Mitchell
and Beese, 2002). To mitigate the conflict between multiple
objectives, SCP aims at constructing a well-informed, objective,
and structured set of biodiversity indicators and protection
targets, whose ecological and socio-economic relevance can be
tested across land-management scenarios of varied complexity
and scales resulting in an adequate conservation solution (i.e.,
the best trade-off between biodiversity and cost considering a
set of management objectives) (Margules and Pressey, 2000;
Lehtomäki and Moilanen, 2013). Conservation efforts based on
SCP principles often start with the creation of spatially-explicit
area prioritization schemes, which was the very point of building
alternative RF scenarios in this study.

Data
Base data showing harvested blocks and existing or planned
retention patches were provided by Mercer International – Peace
River Pulp [formerly Daishowa-Marubeni International Ltd.,
(DMI)] in vector format (Figure 1).
Topographic wetness was represented by the depth-to-water
(DTW) metric; a product of the Wet Areas Mapping (WAM)1
project supported by the Government of Alberta (White et al.,
2012) and freely available to the public. DTW values were
derived from one-meter spatial resolution bare-Earth digital
elevation models (DEMs), which were interpolated from airborne
lidar ground returns. This spatial processing equates to the
modeling of soil wetness based on both the vertical and horizontal
relationship of a given pixel to adjacent predicted steam lines,
which were in turn also derived from the DEM. Higher
DTW values represent lower relative site moisture (Murphy
et al., 2008b, 2009; Oltean et al., 2016). Comparisons with
existing wet area inventories in previous studies yielded a good
correspondence and WAM has been extensively ground-truthed
and validated in our study area (Murphy et al., 2007, 2009).
We used data on forest density and height, stand age,
dominant tree species, and timber stocking derived from
vegetation inventory, Sentinel-2 satellite imagery, and lidarderived vegetation metrics. Detailed stand-level information on
overstory and sub-canopy tree species composition and age was
obtained from the Alberta Vegetation Inventory (Alberta, 2017).
The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI; Tucker,
1979) derived from the European Union Copernicus program’s
Sentinel-2 satellite data (Drusch et al., 2012) provided a proxy
of site productivity, a measure that is complementary to DTW
information (Nijland et al., 2015b), and provided information
1

https://www.alberta.ca/hydrological-data.aspx
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Systematic Retention Scenarios

TABLE 4 | Details pertaining to the scenarios modeled using Zonation.

Systematic conservation planning is based on the selection and
use of biodiversity features, ideally species distribution data,
which can be used as indicators of overall biodiversity for a
given area of interest (e.g., total species richness), however, the
availability and/or reliability of species distribution data is often
limited over large territories, and the use of biodiversity coarsefilter surrogates, such as topographic wetness and forest structure,
is a credible alternative. According to a number of recent studies
in the western boreal forest of Canada (White et al., 2012; Nijland
et al., 2015b; Bartels et al., 2018a, 2019; Echiverri and Macdonald,
2019, 2020), DTW is an effective surrogate for many conservation
values, and different parts of the wetness spectrum can be
prioritized for leaving retention, depending on the biodiversity
targets to be reached by forest operators (Table 3).
Our study was based on the comparison of actual retention
identified within an existing harvest plan to multiple hypothetical
RF designs generated by Zonation. The former, referred to as the
reference below, represented business-as-usual practice, whereas
the latter represented a set of modeling scenarios in which RF
within the planned harvest blocks was constrained by different
sets of parameters, i.e., pixel aggregation rules; prioritization of
wet, dry, or mesic site wetness; and pixel removal cost (Table 4
and Supplementary Material 1). The process is summarized in
Figure 2; in total, nine scenarios were modeled and their outputs
were compared to the reference.
According to best practices listed by Moilanen et al. (2014), we
first created a baseline scenario (EqualWeightDef) in which all
biodiversity features had an equal weight and pixel aggregation

Scenario

Forest regeneration1

DDOM

MIX

CDOM

Drier

Drier

Drier

Wetter

Wetter

Bryophytes2
Cover
Richness/Diversity
Composition
Specialist species

Drier

Wetter

Wetter

Dry (and wet)6

Wet (and dry)6

Wet (and dry)6

Drier

Wetter

Wetter
Wetter

Vascular plants3
Cover
Richness/Diversity
Composition

Drier

Drier

Wetter

Wetter

Wetter

Dry (and wet)6

Wet (and dry)6

Wet (and dry)6

Carabid beetles4
Richness/Diversity

Wetter

Wetter

Drier

Specialist species

Wetter

Wetter

Wetter

Soil5
Carbon and nitrogen

Wetter

Wetter

Soil wetness is represented by Depth-to-Water (DTW). Blank means no clear trend.
DDOM stands for Deciduous-dominated, MIX stands for Mixedwood, and CDOM
stands for Conifer-dominated boreal mixedwood forest. 1 Nijland et al., 2015a; 2
Bartels et al., 2018a, 2019; 3 Echiverri and Macdonald, 2019, 2020; 4 Ronzani
et al. unpublished; 5 Sewell et al., 2020; 6 Indicates variation in composition along
the DTW gradient with brackets indicating the part of the moisture gradient that
was more resilient to harvesting.
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Reference

Existing harvest design

EqualWeightDef

Baseline Zonation run with equal weight given to all
variables and a weak pixel aggregation constraint (default
parameter)

EqualWeightAgg

Zonation run with equal weight given to all variables and a
strong pixel aggregation constraint

EqualWeightCost

Zonation run with equal weight given to all variables, a
strong pixel aggregation constraint, and a cost constraint
(Gross merchantable volume, GMV)

DryWeightAgg

Zonation run with weight given to dry sites (> 2 m DTW)
and a strong pixel aggregation constraint

DryWeightCost

Zonation run with weight given to dry sites (> 2 m DTW)
and a strong pixel aggregation constraint, and a cost
constraint (GMV)

MesWeightAgg

Zonation run with weight given to mesic sites (0.5–2 m
DTW) and a strong pixel aggregation constraint

MesWeightCost

Zonation run with weight given to mesic sites (0.5–2 m
DTW), a strong pixel aggregation constraint, and a cost
constraint (GMV)

WetWeightAgg

Zonation run with weight given to wet sites (<0.5 m DTW)
and a strong pixel aggregation constraint

WetWeightCost

Zonation run with weight given to wet sites (<0.5 m DTW),
a strong pixel aggregation constraint, and a cost constraint
(GMV)

rules that control output patchiness were relaxed. We also
used an additive benefit function (ABF) since we were using
surrogates instead of species-specific information with tradeoffs between conservation values allowed and conservation
investments maximized (i.e., greater conservation to investment
ratio, Moilanen et al., 2014). ABF would therefore prioritize areas
of the landscape (i.e., pixels) whose sum of surrogate values were
higher than those of the surrounding areas.
We then built on this baseline scenario to create eight
additional scenarios (Table 4) in which we controlled for spatial
aggregation by using a Boundary Length Penalty (BLP) rule of
0.001; a higher penalty would produce larger, more compact
patches of lower boundary length while decreasing their overall
conservation quality, whereas lower penalty would create more
patches of higher conservation quality. Although a lower penalty
would lead to a more fragmented result, it would also provide
more flexible solutions in terms of RF design options, hence
making trade-offs between conservation and timber production
easier to reach. BLP is a generalist rule fitted for general
biodiversity management purposes (Moilanen et al., 2014), as
imposed in forestry regulations.
Out of these eight scenarios, six were further constrained by
prioritizing different levels of site wetness, i.e., dry, wet, and
mesic according to DTW values (Table 4). Drier sites had DTW
values greater than 2 m. Wetter sites had DTW < 0.5 m and
depicted the “traditional” RF practice of retaining the wettest
parts of the landscape. Mesic sites had DTW between 0.5 and
2 m and represented an intermediate situation in which a larger
range of moisture conditions, and thus ecological conditions,
was preferable. We reclassified DTW values in ArcGIS10.5
(Environmental Systems Research Institute, 2017) to emphasize

TABLE 3 | Associations between soil wetness, biodiversity and ecosystem
function (soil carbon and nitrogen) for three stand types in boreal
mixedwood forest.
For conserving

Description

5
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FIGURE 2 | Systematic retention p lanning flowchart representing the method used in this study. Step 1 was conducted in ArcGIS10.5 and step 3 was conducted in
both ArcGIS10.5 and R3.6.3.

these different wetness levels: original DTW values were kept asis so higher values correspond to the drier end of the spectrum;
an inverse linear function was used to switch the range of DTW
values, so higher values correspond to the wetter end of the
spectrum; for mesic sites, we used a Gaussian function with a
1.25 m depth as the “midpoint” and a spread parameter of 0.75 m.
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For each of these wetness scenarios, the wetness layer was given a
weight 10-times greater than the other layers to prioritize it.
Finally, out of these six scenarios, three were further
constrained by the addition of a cost layer that prioritized the
conservation of low-cost pixels (Table 4) to produce a RF design
that would be less expensive to implement. By using gross
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test (4999 permutations, Supplementary Material 3). This
analysis was done using the vegan v2.5-6 package for R3.6.3
(RStudio Team, 2015; Oksanen et al., 2019; R Core Team, 2019;
Supplementary Material 3).
To examine how the different scenarios compared – to one
another and to the reference – in terms of the three objectives
we summarized information on the best-performing scenarios as
follows: (1) For the “cost” objective – those scenarios resulting in
the lowest gross merchantable volume left in retention patches;
(2) For the “habitat patch” objective – those scenarios resulting
in the largest mean patch size; and (3) For the “biodiversity”
objective – the scenarios that resulted in a distribution of
retention that was broadly representative of the range of DTW
values; this is based on the evidence that both wetter and drier
sites could be important, depending on the biotic group and the
forest type (Table 3).

merchantable timber values, we limited the selection of the most
valuable timberland. This meant that areas displaying greater
merchantable volumes would not be protected at the expense of
timber revenues; therefore, Zonation would trade areas of high
ecological value with areas that might be less important from an
ecological standpoint but also more important from an economic
standpoint. The same constraint was also applied to the baseline
scenario (“EqualWeightCost,” Table 4).

Analysis
We compared RF patches in the reference (i.e., as operationally
planned) and RF patches modeled by Zonation in terms of
their spatial pattern and forest attributes (e.g., tree species, mean
tree height). Patches in the reference covered 8% of the area;
therefore, we kept the top 8% of each Zonation output so only
those pixels with the best conservation values per scenario were
used for comparison. In other words, we only kept those 8%
of pixels that the model classified as being the best from a
conservation standpoint.
For each scenario, we first summarized the number of patches,
the mean patch size, and the percent spatial overlap with the
reference in an attempt to present differences in a synthetic
manner. We also created a heatmap displaying the frequency at
which each pixel was selected throughout the scenarios and the
reference. It provided a simple visual to identify clusters of pixels
that were selected in most of the scenarios, or on the other hand,
those that were rarely selected. Complementary to the heatmap,
for each scenario we computed average stand age, mean DTW,
the average deciduous and conifer density, the average NDVI, the
average of the 95th percentile of tree height, and the total GMV.
We also collected information regarding forest composition.
This information was necessary to assess (dis)similarities in
the structural composition of RF patches between the reference
and the scenarios.
Subsequently, we made overall comparisons of the reference
and scenarios using all forest attributes by means of multivariate
dispersion analysis, which was deemed a robust method to
measure abundance-based beta diversity among multiple areas
(Anderson et al., 2006). For a set of environmental variables
or species distributed across multiple groups, the test uses
a distance matrix to analyze the variance (i.e., ANOVA) of
sample distance around a calculated multivariate median (i.e.,
the dispersion). Dispersion within groups is then compared
among groups by permuting ANOVA residuals under the
null hypothesis of homogeneity among groups (Anderson,
2006). In our study, groups were represented by RF scenarios,
environmental variables were derived from forest attributes
within retention patches, and samples were the retention patches
(Supplementary Material 2). To compare each forest attribute
independently, continuous attributes of the reference (i.e., year
of origin, tree height) were reclassified into four classes using
a four-quantile scheme whose class bounds were applied to the
other scenarios. The year of origin attribute was reduced from
11 to five classes of 30 years each. Tree height was reclassified
using a four-class equal interval classification. Then for each
retention patch, the number of pixels of each class was extracted
before running the dispersion analysis and the permutational
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RESULTS
The reference (representing retention patches as operationally
planned) had fewer, and thus larger, patches than most of the
scenarios (Table 5). The number of patches in the reference was
103, compared to an average of 393 patches across the nine
scenarios, with the baseline scenario (EqualWeightDef) resulting
in the most patches (874). The addition of the aggregation
constraint resulted in somewhat fewer and larger patches than
the baseline scenario (726, 0.3 ha vs. 874, 0.2 ha). The addition
of a cost constraint resulted in fewer and larger patches than the
comparable scenario without a cost constraint, and thus the cost
constraint scenarios were more similar to the reference (Table 5).
In the scenarios with a cost layer there were no substantive
differences among the wetness scenarios; in these three scenarios
the number and size of patches were quite similar to those in
the reference (an average of 98.7 patches, 1.96 hectare in size
compared to 103 patches, 1.9 hectare in size in the reference).
In contrast, scenarios based on the wetness level only showed
consistently higher number and smaller size of patches, with an
average of 0.42 hectare across the three wetness scenarios. Of the
three wetness scenarios without a cost layer, the one prioritizing
dry sites resulted in the fewest and largest patches, and was thus
most similar to the reference; the mesic scenario had the most and
smallest patches, and was quite similar to the scenario with only
an aggregation constraint (Table 5).
The level of spatial overlap between retention patches in the
reference and in the scenarios ranged from 1.67 to 20.42%, with
an average of 10%. Cost-constrained scenarios showed a higher
degree of overlap, being 19.1% on average. In contrast, scenarios
based only on the wetness level showed much lower overlap with
the reference, (2.7% on average).
The heatmap (Figure 3) reveals variable spatial commonalities
among scenarios, including with the reference. Over 38% of the
pixels were selected only one time (i.e., cold-spots), almost 93%
of pixels were selected less than five times, and less than 1%
were selected eight times (i.e., hotspots). A closer look at the
spatial distribution of pixels indicates that those selected the least
often correspond to the large patches existing in the reference
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class. Mean DTW showed important differences, with an average
DTW of 1.5 m from all scenarios being drier than the 0.4 m
DTW in the reference (Table 6). Even the two “wet” scenarios
(WetWeightAgg and WetWeightCost) had lower proportional
area of wet sites than the reference, and these did not differ much
from the comparable mesic scenarios (Figure 4). The baseline
scenario and the one with only an aggregation constraint resulted
in retention patches that were overall drier (higher DTW), as
did the dry scenario with no cost constraint. The addition of a
cost layer resulted in the selection of wetter sites (lower average
DTW). Deciduous density in the wetness scenarios with no cost
constraint was similar to the reference, whereas with the addition
of a cost constraint it dropped, from 610 in the reference to an
average of 450 stems/hectare. For conifer density, the results show
an opposite pattern, with cost-constrained scenarios showing
values closer to the reference (overall average of 246 versus 191
in the reference). Mean NDVI values and tree heights were quite
similar in the reference and all scenarios. Most scenarios had
higher gross merchantable volume values than the reference. The
addition of a cost constraint slightly increased the area in low
volume (Figure 4), resulting in these scenarios having somewhat
lower GMV and thus being more similar to the reference. The wet
scenario without a cost constraint had the highest GMV value of
478 cubic meters per hectare.
An examination of the forest composition shows that all
scenarios had proportionally more area in grassland/shrubs than
did the reference, although even the latter included some such
area (Figure 4). Adding a cost constraint resulted in slightly
less area in grassland/shrubs and more area dominated by black
spruce stands at the expense of trembling aspen; this made the
cost-constrained scenarios more similar to the reference.
Results from the multivariate dispersion analysis
(Supplementary Material 3) indicate that all scenarios and

TABLE 5 | Basic landscape-ecology metrics for retention patches under the
various scenarios (see Table 4).
% overlap2

Scenario

Number of
patches

Mean patch
size1 (SD)

Reference

103

1.9 (3.5)

–

EqualWeightDef

874

0.2 (0.8)

2.87

EqualWeightAgg

726

0.3 (1.0)

2.83

EqualWeightCost

240

0.8 (3.0)

16.23

DryWeightAgg

238

0.8 (2.0)

1.67

DryWeightCost

104

1.9 (12)

20.08

MesWeightAgg

753

0.3 (0.8)

2.84

MesWeightCost

97

2.0 (13.8)

19.68

WetWeightAgg

411

0.5 (1.2)

3.45

WetWeightCost

96

2.0 (14)

20.42

1

In hectares. 2 Percent area in retention patches in the reference that overlapped
with those in the scenario.

RF design (see Figure 1), as well as isolated pixels coming from
the scenarios. Pixels that were selected four to five times often
match patterns seen in the outputs of the models that used a cost
layer; in the south-eastern portion of the study area, these also
line up with the RF pattern in the reference. Pixel hotspots were
generally in areas of intermediate to lower relative wetness (i.e.,
mesic to drier sites).
A comparison of forest attributes shows no substantive
difference in average stand origin (i.e., age) between the reference
and any of the scenarios (Table 6). In the reference, and in
all scenarios, most of the forest contained in retention patches
originated in 1880–1909 or 1910–1939; the scenarios prioritizing
mesic or wet sites had proportionally greater area in the older
of these two age classes (Figure 4). Adding a cost constraint
slightly increased the proportional area in the 1940–1970 age

FIGURE 3 | Heatmap showing the frequency of pixel selection across scenarios, including the reference, i.e., pixels coded as “1” were selected in one scenario only,
whereas pixels coded as 9 were selected in 9 out of 10 scenarios.
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the reference were significantly different from one another
based on the overall analysis including all forest attributes
(p-value < 0.0002), however, pairwise comparisons suggested
that cost-constrained scenarios tended to display forest attributes
closer to the reference, statistically speaking.
In terms of the “cost” objective the EqualWeightCost was
best, resulting in substantially lower gross merchantable volume
left in retention patches than did the reference (Tables 6, 7).
For the “habitat patch” objective, the MesicWeightCost and
WetWeightCost scenarios performed equally, but resulted in
only a slightly larger mean patch size than the DryWeightCost
or reference (Tables 5, 7). In terms of the “biodiversity”
objective, the DryWeightCost scenario resulted in the most
even representation of all three wetness (DTW) classes with
MesicWeightCost being only slightly more unbalanced (Figure 4
and Table 7). In terms of meeting all three objectives,
the DryWeightCost scenario would be best; it had mean
patch size only slightly lower than the maximum, the best
representation of the wetness gradient, and the second lowest
gross merchantable volume.

different results. The addition of a cost-constraint to scenarios
resulted in outputs closer to the reference; for some forest
structure variables the addition of a cost constraint resulted in the
wetness level being almost completely overridden. The scenarios
performed differently in the context of different objectives for
RF; thus, we cannot say there is one single optimal solution.
However, our results suggest that this approach could be helpful
in identifying approaches that could best achieve multiple,
even sometimes competing, objectives. This study provides an
example of how RF planning can be done in a systematic manner,
thereby providing a range of results that can accommodate
a variety of management priorities. Our approach should be
complemented by the use of ecological and economic models
using our results as inputs to explore the variable impacts of RF
scenarios on, for instance, animal behavior and movement, and
long-term timber yield.

Toward Systematic Retention Planning
for Multiple Values
Although retention harvesting as an approach is practiced
worldwide and argued to be an important tool in ensuring
forestry is sustainable, challenges regarding its operational
implementation remain (Bose et al., 2014; Stockdale et al., 2016).
Planning retention necessarily involves consideration of a variety
of objectives, which are often competing. Fortunately, forestry
professionals now have available to them data that provides
extensive coverage for a variety of important forest structure,
productivity, and site variables linked to desired outcomes, such
as biodiversity (this study; Van der Plas et al., 2018). The
utilization of a systematic conservation planning approach, such
as we demonstrate herein, holds much promise for facilitating
utilization of such spatial data on ecosystem function in a
planning framework designed to efficiently consider trade-offs.
Including biodiversity in forest planning is not new, but is not
often attempted at this scale (i.e., operational), and not with this
type of software that emphasizes prioritization based on potential
benefits for biodiversity. Further, there is no comparable work
using relative site/soil wetness as a biodiversity proxy to drive

DISCUSSION
We demonstrated an approach to informing the design of tree
retention using Zonation, a prioritization software commonly
used in SCP. Prioritization scenarios included consideration of
site topographic wetness across different site moisture profiles –
dry, mesic, and wet — thus emphasizing different gradients
associated with biodiversity observable in the western boreal
forest of Canada. Operationally planned RF patches were
compared to those of nine scenarios in terms of spatial patterns
and their (dis)similarities in forest composition. Our results show
that use of such an approach is likely to result in a substantially
different end result in terms of size, structure, and spatial location
of retention patches than those selected by a planning forester
in a business-as-usual approach. Notably, incorporating wetness
levels into prioritization for retention patches yielded very

TABLE 6 | Descriptive statistics pertaining to forest attributes per scenario.
Scenario

Mean stand
origin1

Mean DTW2
(SD)

Mean deciduous
density3 (SD)

Mean conifer
density3 (SD)

Mean NDVI4
(SD)

Mean canopy
height5 (SD)

Total GMV6 (SD)

Reference

1904

0.4 (0.5)

610 (307)

191 (252)

0.66 (0.05)

22.2 (5.8)

333 (138)

EqualWeightDef

1900

1.8 (1.1)

609 (209)

518 (228)

0.65 (0.08)

23.6 (2.4)

468 (81)

EqualWeightAgg

1900

1.8 (1.1)

609 (209)

519 (227)

0.65 (0.08)

23.6 (2.4)

468 (81)

EqualWeightCost

1906

1.2 (1.2)

477 (383)

150 (268)

0.65 (0.09)

21.5 (5.4)

218 (141)

DryWeightAgg

1910

2.7 (0.9)

712 (226)

270 (280)

0.64 (0.1)

23.7 (2.7)

388 (107)

DryWeightCost

1902

1.2 (1.3)

480 (303)

246 (247)

0.64 (0.09)

22.3 (5.5)

324 (195)

MesWeightAgg

1898

1.3 (0.2)

620 (219)

446 (238)

0.62 (0.1)

23.6 (2.4)

447 (81)

MesWeightCost

1899

0.9 (0.9)

420 (267)

295 (241)

0.62 (0.1)

22.0 (5.5)

332 (204)

WetWeightAgg

1898

1.35 (0.7)

591 (204)

550 (210)

0.65 (0.08)

23.6 (2.2)

478 (69)

WetWeightCost

1899

0.9 (1.0)

423 (271)

292 (242)

0.62 (0.09)

22.0 (5.5)

331 (204)

1 Weighted mean based on pixel age classes; excludes grassland and shrubland, which had no age estimation. 2 Depth-to-water index in meters, lower numbers indicate
wetter sites. 3 Number of merchantable stems per hectare. 4 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, an index of site productivity derived from remotely-sensed images;
5 95th percentile of tree height in meters; 6 Volume of merchantable stems per hectare, in cubic meters.
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FIGURE 4 | Compositional plots comparing forest stand structure between the reference retention design and the scenarios resulting from Zonation. See Table 4 for
information on constraints included in the various scenarios. The Y -axis displays the percentage occupied by a class based on pixel counts within retention patches
for a whole scenario. * Site wetness is classified by the Depth-to-Water Index as follows: Wet = 0–0.5 m; Mesic = 0.5–2 m; dry > 2 m. ** 95th percentile of
LIDAR-derived tree heights. *** Year of origin of a given stand, used to calculate stand age; excludes grassland/shrubs patches which had no estimate of
stand origin.

reserve design. According to Ezquerro et al. (2016, 2019), research
to integrate biodiversity into operational planning (i.e., the scale
of our study) remains limited. There is, therefore, room to further
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explore the possibilities offered by spatial tools coming from the
field of conservation planning to provide insights to better guide
modern sustainable forest management.
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An interesting outcome of the scenarios is that they included
more areas identified as grassland/shrubland than did the
reference (business-as-usual) approach. Although our study
landbase was mesic upland boreal forest targeted for commercial
forestry, it would naturally include some small patches with less
dense, or lower height tree cover that would be identified as
grassland or shrubland in the forest inventory. Our scenarios
did not specifically prohibit the inclusion of such patches in
retention. A planning forester would, however, be unlikely
to map out such an area as a retention patch. It is worth
considering the value of including such areas in an overall
retention design, as they are an important part of finer-scale forest
heterogeneity and there could be biodiversity benefits to leaving
them undisturbed, particularly if they are contained within a
larger forested retention patch.
The approach we demonstrate provides a variety of outputs
that would be useful to a planning forester. In addition to
metrics on size, number, and spatial distribution of retention
patches under different constraints, the heatmap provides a
simple tool for selecting areas for retention based on how often
they were chosen under the varying scenarios. One benefit
of Zonation comes from the ranked output. We limited our
retention patches to the top 8% most valuable pixels in terms of
biodiversity values to match the 8% of retention implemented
by industry for ease of comparison in our example, but this
threshold could be changed to match any retention objective.
For example, in the Province of Alberta, retention objectives
in forest management plans currently range from 3 to 15%.
Another potential benefit of the approach we present here is
the level of complexity that can be integrated. Considering the
push toward the management of forests as complex networks
fulfilling a range of functions and providing a range of ecosystem
services (Messier et al., 2019), spatial conservation planning
is promising as it can consider multiple values at once and
allows for the creation of management scenarios that can
then be fed into timber supply models to assess long-term
yields. Plus, working on small landscapes, as shown here, can
allow for the implementation of small-scale variable solutions,
helping to fulfill different objectives across a larger landscape.
This could include, for example, nesting finer-scale planning
for retention within larger-scale residual planning, for example
riparian buffers, in order to consider connectivity within the
context of the “functional complex network” concept (Messier
et al., 2019). Here, we focused on analyzing prioritization for
retention within cutblock areas. A priority for future work
with SCP tools would be to investigate, in a more integrated
way, the joint influence of in-block retention and forest areas
conserved in the course of planning prior to planning for
retention (e.g., stream buffers etc.).
The use of tools such as Zonation could also help address more
fundamental research problems related to emulation of natural
disturbances, which is the inspiration for retention forestry in
many parts of the world (Gustafsson et al., 2012). For example,
in western Canada the practice of RF and the patterns created
post-harvest (dispersed retention, patch retention) are inspired
by forest fire residuals, or refugia. Previous empirical work
provides a basis for understanding natural patterns resulting

TABLE 7 | Assessment of the scenarios relative to three objectives: (i) lowest cost
(lowest volume of merchantable timber left in retention); (ii) maintenance of habitat
patches (largest retention patches); or iii) biodiversity (distribution of retention
patches broadly representative of the range of wetness).
Total GMV (SD)1

Scenario
Objective: Cost (lowest GMV)
Reference

333 (138)

EqualWeightCost

218 (141)

DryWeightCost

324 (195)

MesicWeightCost

332 (204)
Mean patch size (SD) 2

Scenario
Objective: Habitat patches (largest)
Reference

1.9 (3.5)

DryWeightCost

1.9 (12)

MesWeightCost

2.0 (13.8)

WetWeightCost

2.0 (14)

Scenario

DTW class coverage3

Objective: Biodiversity (representative wetness classes)
Reference

Very low amount of “dry”

DryWeightCost

Most equal representation of the three wetness classes

MesWeightCost

Fairly equal representation of the three wetness classes

1

Mean volume of merchantable stems per hectare, in cubic meters, left in
retention (standard deviation) (see Table 6). 2 Mean retention patch size in hectares
(standard deviation) (see Table 5). 3 Site wetness was classified by the Depthto-Water Index as follows: Wet = 0–0.5 m; Mesic = 0.5–2 m; Dry > 2 m
(see Figure 4).

Overall, the nine systematic retention planning scenarios
resulted in quite different patterns and characteristics of retention
patches than did the operational selection of retention, as
represented in the reference. Operational planning of retention
resulted in fewer and larger patches, which were located on
wetter sites, with higher deciduous density, lower conifer density,
similar stand age, and lower gross merchantable volume. The
addition of a cost constraint resulted in patterns of retention
that were generally more similar to the reference and that were
very different than in the comparable scenario without a cost
constraint: there were fewer and larger retention patches, and
these retained areas were of comparable age, slightly shorter, less
dense, had much lower GMV and NDVI, and showed a much
higher degree of spatial overlap with the reference (Figure 4).
The application of the aggregation or site wetness constraints
had little effect on mean NDVI or canopy height. Differences
among scenarios with the three site wetness levels were minimal
when the cost constraint was in place; without it, a preference for
drier sites resulted in higher deciduous density while a preference
for wetter sites resulted in retention patches with higher conifer
density and greater gross merchantable volume, with a larger
proportion of older stands generally.
The comparison of the scenarios in the context of the three
objectives demonstrated that they all performed as well or better
than the reference. Further, those comparisons suggested that
some scenarios could successfully achieve multiple objectives; for
example, DryWeightCost.
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variables, using information on well-known umbrella species
could help further refine the results (Meurant et al., 2018).
Second, the cost layer could be refined in future work, as
how “cost” is defined is a complex issue. For example, in
this study, cost was defined simply as timber revenue loss,
however, one can argue that there is also a cost of losing rare or
endangered species’ habitat or areas providing important, maybe
irreplaceable, ecosystem services. From a forest management
perspective, timber revenue loss could also be offset by reduction
of other costs. For example, as retention patches facilitate natural
regeneration, planting costs may be reduced. We argue that
more work should be done developing a cost layer that mixes
competing interests.

from wildfire in the boreal forest (Andison, 2012; Andison and
McCleary, 2014), and other works suggest that landscape wetness
could drive this pattern (Krawchuk et al., 2016; Rogeau et al.,
2018; Whitman et al., 2018). In Alberta’s managed forests, detailed
spatial information on burned and unburned areas within most
wildfires is now being delineated and may function as another
point of comparison for outputs of prioritization from Zonation.
In a time of fire regime change, this approach is valid for
management and forest adaptation purposes.

Limitations
As RF becomes increasingly popular around the globe, there
is an urgent need for the development of open-access tools
and reproducible approaches, such as demonstrated herein, to
plan retention in the face of competing objectives. Our goal
was to contribute to this challenge by demonstrating the utility
of a systematic conservation planning approach. Thus, we felt
constrained to put it in the context of an existing retention
plan for comparison purposes. Future work should consider
application of various scenarios to more areas with a variety of
operationally-planned retention.
Our paper focuses specifically on the placement of island
retention patches within harvested areas and does not directly
deal with larger landscape connectivity issues that are affected by
cutblock placement and the unharvested areas between cutblocks.
The latter is an important issue but is beyond the scope of this
paper. Island retention does contribute to landscape connectivity
values so future research could assess how island retention within
cutblocks affects landscape connectivity but this kind of study
would need to control for other landscape patterns that this study
was not able to control for.
Our modeling work is a simplification of otherwise complex
ecological processes controlling the occurrence of unburned
patches (Stockdale et al., 2016), the inspiration for retention
forestry (RF). However, simplicity is always advocated when
starting conservation design, and this study did not try to
reproduce the spatial pattern of what would naturally be
occurring during a high-severity fire. That being said, our
approach could gain from further testing and tuning of
Zonation’s parameters; in particular, there is a need to find the
right set of parameters to create larger patches and to limit
fragmentation. For instance, we used a low Boundary Length
Penalty (BLP) value to give the model freedom to design small
patches of high conservation value where needed; although such
choice leads to a diversity of dispersed patch sizes that likely lines
up with natural (and often random) fire refugia occurrence, it
does not produce an economically viable solution for foresters.
On the converse, too high a BLP value would lead to simpler
patch shape and pattern, which would be easier to implement
but would result in a strong decrease in conservation values. It
is unknown at the moment if finding the “right” BLP value would
suffice or if the best solution lies in the use of values within a
“goldilocks” range.
Although we have incorporated multiple data streams into
our analyses, future analyses may benefit from the inclusion
of additional variables or by refining data inputs. First, in
the absence of a comprehensive set of species distribution
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